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Title:
**Fabian Pugeda vs. Rafael Trias, et al.**

Facts:
Fabian Pugeda filed a case against Rafael Trias, Miguel Trias, Soledad Trias, Clara Trias,
Constancia Trias, Gabriel Trias, Romulo Viniegra, Gloria Viniegra, Fernando Viniegra Jr.,
Teofilo Pugeda, and Virginia Pugeda concerning properties acquired from the Friar Lands
Estate in General Trias, Cavite, during his marriage to Maria C. Ferrer. Pugeda claimed that
these properties were conjugal assets and sought to have them partitioned, giving him one-
half of the properties acquired during their marriage.

The Trias defendants, Maria C. Ferrer’s children from her first marriage, countered that
they had inherited these properties from their deceased father, Mariano Trias, and that they
had possessed and enjoyed these properties for over 10 years exclusively. They denied that
Pugeda  was  ever  married  to  Ferrer  and  filed  counterclaims,  including  financial
contributions  to  Pugeda’s  political  campaigns  and  appropriations  of  land.

The Pugeda children joined the plaintiff’s claim, asserting that they too were entitled to a
share in their mother’s properties.

During litigation, it was established that Pugeda and Ferrer were indeed married. However,
the properties in question, including lands identified with lots numbers and other valuable
assets, had been acquired initially by Mariano Trias and later assigned to Maria C. Ferrer
after her first husband’s death. The properties were partially paid during the marriage of
Pugeda and Ferrer.

The case underwent various procedural stages including new trials and reconsiderations
before reaching the Supreme Court.

Issues:
1. Whether or not Fabian Pugeda and Maria C. Ferrer were legally married.
2. Whether the properties listed were conjugal properties of Fabian Pugeda and Maria C.
Ferrer or belonged to the heirs of Mariano Trias.
3. Whether Fabian Pugeda was entitled to usufruct or ownership in the properties.
4. Whether the improvements and participatory claims made after Maria C. Ferrer’s death
could be recovered by Pugeda.
5. Whether the intestate proceedings and the project of partition filed barred Pugeda from
asserting claims to the properties.
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Court’s Decision:
1. **Existence of Marriage:**
– The Court found sufficient evidence, including testimonies and documentary proofs, to
affirm the existence of the marriage between Fabian Pugeda and Maria C. Ferrer. The
presumption of marriage was backed by the testimonies showing they cohabited as husband
and wife and publicly lived as such.

2. **Nature of the Properties:**
– The Court held that the properties initially acquired by Mariano Trias and later reassigned
to Maria C. Ferrer were conjugal properties of Ferrer and Trias. The fact that payments
continued  during  Pugeda  and  Ferrer’s  marriage  did  not  change  their  status,  as  the
certificates and titles held by Ferrer remained under the administration of the estate of
Mariano Trias.

3. **Usufruct and Ownership Claims:**
– Pugeda’s claim for a one-ninth share in usufruct was denied due to prescription. The Court
upheld the project of partition from the intestate proceedings of Mariano Trias, indicating
Pugeda’s failure to assert claims timely resulted in barring his claims.

4. **Improvements and Participatory Claims:**
– The claim concerning the improvements introduced by Pugeda during his marriage with
Ferrer  was unsupported by evidence of  quantifiable  value.  Moreover,  the claims were
barred by the statute of limitations as they were brought forth more than ten years after
Ferrer’s death.

5. **Intestate Proceedings and Project of Partition:**
– The approved project of partition in the intestate proceedings of Mariano Trias was upheld
by the Court, reinforcing that the assets were to be divided as per the project of partition,
which had legally split the properties among Ferrer’s children, both from her first and
second marriages.

Doctrine:
– **Equity in Friar Lands Act:** Properties acquired from the Friar Lands with certificates of
sale issued to a deceased spouse before their complete payment remain conjugal properties
despite subsequent payments being made after remarriage.
–  **Prescription  in  Claims:**  Failure  to  assert  claims  in  due  time  during  intestate
proceedings or within a relevant period bars future assertions concerning those claims.
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–  **Presumption in Civil  Law:** Continued cohabitation and public  acknowledgment as
spouses establish strong presumptions of marriage for legal rights and claims.

Class Notes:
–  **Equitable  Ownership:**  Under  Act  No.  1120,  issues  around Friar  Lands  and  land
conveyances.
– **Prescription and Estoppel:** Significance of timely assertions in estate claims.
–  **Conjugal  Partnership:**  Properties  and  assets  acquired  during  marriage  and  their
implications.
– **Historical Context of Partition:** Legally binding project of partition during intestate
proceedings.

Historical Background:
The case arose during the post-Philippine Revolution era and amidst the implementation of
the Friar Lands Act, which sought to resolve land disputes by converting Friar lands into
private ownership. This case highlighted legal challenges surrounding inherited land and
the confluence of subsequent marriages influencing property rights. The lengthy judicial
process reflects the complexities in property administration and inheritance laws during the
early 20th century Philippines.


